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Collins Cobuild English Language Dictionary
Collins COBUILD English Learner's Dictionary with French is a brand-new, illustrated dictionary aimed at learners of English. This dictionary covers all the essential words and phrases that
students need to learn. The definitions are written in full sentences, using simple language, and the dictionary contains thousands of examples of real English, showing the learner how English
is really used. Additional help is provided by the thousands of French translations. Every sense, phrase and phrasal verb has a French translation, which acts as a stepping stone from the
student's first language to the wealth of information contained in the dictionary. With hundreds of line drawings illustrating key terms, the Collins COBUILD English Learner's Dictionary with
French is ideal for anyone who wants to improve their English.
With innovations such as Definitions Plus and vocabulary builders, the 'Collins Cobuild Advanced Dictionary of American English' transforms the learner's dictionary from an occasional
reference into the ultimate resource and must have dictionary for language learners. This dictionary features - Defining Style - Each definition is written in full sentences to help the learner
understand the meaning of the word; Definitions Plus collocations - Each definition is written in simple, natural English and shows which words are most typically used with the target word;
Definitions Plus grammar - Each definition includes the most representative grammatical patterns to help the learner use English correctly; Definitions Plus natural English - Each definition is a
model of how to use the language appropriately and idiomatically; 250 Word Webs introduce related vocabulary through encyclopedia-like readings and art; 1500 Word Links expand the
building blocks of English - prefixes, suffixes, and world roots; 50 Picture Dictionary - boxes illustrate key vocabulary and concepts; 725 Thesaurus - entries offer synonyms and antonyms; An
interactive CD-ROM offers searchable definitions, picture dictionary boxes, pre-populated bookmarks, and an audio pronunciation feature with record and playback.
A quick reference tool for academic vocabulary terms, homework assignments, or test-taking, and includes both English/Spanish and Spanish/English translations.
Collins COBUILD English Learner's Dictionary with Turkish is a brand-new, illustrated dictionary aimed at learners of English. This dictionary covers all the essential words and phrases that
students need to learn. The definitions are written in full sentences, using simple language, and the dictionary contains thousands of examples of real English, showing the learner how English
is really used. Additional help is provided by the thousands of Turkish translations. Every sense, phrase and phrasal verb has a Turkish translation, which acts as a stepping stone from the
student's first language to the wealth of information contained in the dictionary. With hundreds of line drawings illustrating key terms, the Collins COBUILD English Learner's Dictionary with
Turkish is ideal for anyone who wants to improve their English.
Based on the same research which produced the Collins COBUILD English Language Dictionary this three level course taking adult learners from false beginner level to pre-First Certificate
focuses on everyday English. Each level covers about 100 hours of class work.
The Collins COBUILD Essential English Dictionary is an engaging, illustrated dictionary aimed at elementary and pre-intermediate learners of English of all ages. With over 8,000 entries, and
an attractive full-colour illustrated supplement, this is the perfect dictionary for adults or younger students who are starting out on their journey of learning English. The words and phrases will
equip students with English from A1 (elementary) to approximately intermediate level (B1). The Collins COBUILD Essential English Dictionary covers all the essential words, phrases and
idioms that students need to learn. The definitions are written using simple language and the dictionary contains thousands of examples of real English, showing the learner how English is
really used. The dictionary also includes a thesaurus which focuses on 50 of the most overused words in English and will help students to expand their vocabulary and increase their fluency.
With hundreds of line drawings illustrating key terms, and the full-colour illustrated supplement of essential topics, the Collins COBUILD Essential English Dictionary is the ideal reference tool
for beginner learners of English.
Collins COBUILD International Business English Dictionary is the ideal reference for anybody who uses English for business. It contains all the words and phrases you need to succeed in
today's business word and to communicate with confidence in every situation. Collins COBUILD International Business English Dictionary contains up-to-date information on all the words and
phrases used in international business, in both American and British English. As well as key business terms, the dictionary also contains a number of general English terms, which will help you
to communicate in all situations, whether in a business meeting or socializing with colleagues. More than just a dictionary, this helpful language tool also includes tips on some of the cultural
pitfalls to watch out for when doing business overseas. Language boxes throughout the dictionary provide extra help with building natural-sounding sentences in English. In addition, there is a
supplement on useful phrases for business, plus an explanation of the most common business euphemisms and what they really mean. The title also includes a guide to writing for business,
to help you to communicate successfully in a range of business situations. The dictionary is practical and easy to understand, with simple definitions and corpus examples of real English taken
from the Collins Business Corpus. Its size makes it portable, and the clear, accessible colour layout makes it easy to find the information you are looking for quickly.
All of our explanations, examples, and special features are based on our constantly updated 4.5-billion-word database of today's English language, the Collins Corpus, which means that you
can trust Collins COBUILD to help you speak and write accurate and up-to-date English. COBUILD promotes learning through Definitions PLUS: -Full-sentence definitions use the most
common context in which target words are found in real life -Grammatical patterns shown in context help the learner to use English accurately and naturally -Natural English examples from the
Collins Corpus show the user words as they appear in everyday English
The 8th edition of the Collins COBUILD Advanced Learner's Dictionary offers up-to-date coverage of today's English in a clear, attractive format. This dictionary is ideal for upper-intermediate
and advanced learners of English. It covers all the words, phrases, and idioms that students need to master in order to speak and write effective English. With full-sentence definitions written
in simple, natural English, this dictionary is easy to use and understand. The examples, taken from the 4.5-billion-word Collins Corpus, show learners how the words are used in authentic
contexts. The dictionary also provides extensive help with grammar, including grammar patterns for many of the examples, and a grammar reference in the supplement. A wide range of
vocabulary-building features, many of them with full-colour illustrations, encourage students to expand and improve their accuracy and fluency. The dictionary also includes a Visual
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Thesaurus, which provides alternatives to the 50 most over-used words in English; an Activity Guide, which helps students learn how to get the most out of the dictionary; a Writer's Handbook,
which gives guidance on spelling, punctuation, letter-writing and CVs, and a Speaker's Handbook, which gives advice on the best set phrases to use in specific situations. The Collins
COBUILD Advanced Learner's Dictionary provides invaluable and detailed guidance on the English language, and is the complete reference tool for learners of English.
A record of the innovative research project in lexical computing which led to the publication of the Collins COBUILD English Language Dictionary. Containing ten essays, each written by a
senior member of the team it gives background and explanations of the various stages of the project.
The 4th edition of the Collins COBUILD Intermediate Learner's Dictionary has been revised and updated to include detailed coverage of today's English in a clear, attractive format. Ideal for intermediate level
learners of English, and with full sentence definitions written in simple, natural English, this dictionary is easy to use and understand. Thousands of updated examples, taken from the 4.5 billion word Collins
Corpus, show learners how the words are used in authentic contexts. This dictionary covers all the essential words, phrases and idioms that students at this level need to learn and provides help with
grammar and usage. Additional information is provided throughout the dictionary to help learners improve their fluency and confidence in using English. Informative and relevant vocabulary panels show how
words are used in a range of everyday contexts. In addition, this dictionary offers learners guidance on how to communicate effectively in English. The Language in Use supplement provides a wealth of
invaluable information on how to write and speak English for different purposes using the appropriate language, style and tone. Resources and activities to help learners make the most of the dictionary are
available for free online. The Collins COBUILD Intermediate Learner's Dictionary provides invaluable guidance on the English language, and is the complete reference tool for learners of English.
This major new edition of the Collins COBUILD English Usage is a modern, easy-to-use and in-depth guide to English usage, aimed at upper-intermediate and advanced learners and teachers of English.
The Collins COBUILD Primary Learner's English Dictionary is an engaging new, illustrated dictionary aimed at learners of English aged 7 and over. The dictionary has been specially created for primary
school students, whose first language is not English, but who attend English-language schools. Ideal for young learners of English and primary school students who are studying through the medium of
English, the Collins COBUILD Primary Learner's Dictionary covers all the essential words, phrases and idioms that students need to learn. The definitions are written using simple language and the dictionary
contains thousands of examples of real English, showing the learner how English is really used. With over 8,000 entries, the dictionary also includes a wide range of cross-curricular (CLIL) vocabulary items,
which will help students studying in English to build their academic vocabulary, as well as gain confidence in writing and speaking English inside and outside the classroom. With hundreds of line drawings
illustrating key terms, and the full colour illustrated supplement of essential topics, the Collins COBUILD Primary Learner's Dictionary is the ideal reference tool for young learners of English.
Based on the same research which produced the Collins COBUILD English Language Dictionary this three-level course taking adult learners from false beginner level to pre-First Certificate focuses on
everyday English. Each level covers about 100 hours of class work.
The 9th edition of the Collins COBUILD Advanced Learner's Dictionary has been revised and updated to include detailed coverage of today's English in a clear, attractive format. Ideal for upper intermediate
and advanced learners of English, this dictionary covers all the words, phrases and idioms that students need to master in order to speak and write effective English. Thousands of updated examples taken
from the 4.5- billion word Collins Corpus, show learners how the words are used in authentic contexts. The dictionary offers extensive help with grammar through the inclusion of grammar patterns at
examples, plus a new supplement to help with academic and business grammar. Additional information is provided throughout to help learners improve their knowledge of collocation, etymology and
synonymy. Informative and relevant vocabulary panels show how words are used in a range of everyday contexts. In addition, this dictionary offers learners guidance on how to communicate effectively in
English. The Language in Use supplement provides a wealth of invaluable information on how to write and speak English for different purposes using the appropriate language, style, and tone. Resources and
activities to help learners make the most of the dictionary are available for free online. The Collins COBUILD Advanced Learner's Dictionary provides invaluable and detailed guidance on the English
language, and is the complete reference tool for learners of English.
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With innovations such as DefinitionsPLUS and vocabulary builders, the Collins COBUILD Intermediate Dictionary of British English transforms the learner's dictionary from an occasional reference into the
ultimate resource and must-have dictionary for language learners. The definitions have been created using a controlled vocabulary, and each definition has been reviewed by a team of classroom teachers to
ensure that they are appropriate for learners at the intermediate level.
The Collins COBUILD Illustrated Basic Dictionary of American English is- The Only dictionary that offers Word World boxes that visually present topic-specific vocabulary and improve comprehension. The
Only dictionary with embedded Picture Dictionary boxes that provide beginning language learners an enhanced understanding of key terms. The Only dictionary with Spelling Partners and Sound Partners
that give the visual and aural support necessary for new English learners. The Only dictionary that features full-sentence, level-appropriate definitions for ALL words and phrases, including full definitions of
Dr.Robert Marzano’s list of basic vocabulary terms.
With innovations such as DefinitionsPLUS and vocabulary builders, the Collins COBUILD School Dictionary of American English transforms the learner's dictionary from an occasional reference into the
ultimate resource and must-have dictionary for language learners. The definitions have been created using a controlled vocabulary, and each definition has been reviewed by a team of classroom teachers to
ensure that they are appropriate for learners at the intermediate level.
The Cobuild Pocket English-English-Malayalam Dictionary is a brand new, illustrated dictionary aimed at learners of English. This dictionary covers all the essential words and phrases that students need to
learn. The definitions are written in full sentences, using simple language, and the dictionary contains thousands of examples of real English, showing the learner how English is really used. Additional help is
provided by the thousands of Malayalam translations. Every sense, phrase and phrasal verb has a Malayalam translation, which acts as a stepping stone from the student's first language to the wealth of
information contained in the dictionary. With hundreds of line drawings illustrating key terms, the Cobuild Pocket English-English-Malayalam Dictionary is ideal for learners of English.

This third edition of the Collins COBUILD Student's Dictionary Plus Grammar offers up-to-date coverage of today's language plus a full-length English Grammar - an invaluable combination for
learners of English.
The Collins COBUILD Advanced Dictionary of American English, English/Chinese is specially designed for Chinese-speaking learners of English who need the extra support of their native
language. This bilingual learner's dictionary provides Chinese translations for all definitions, senses, examples, and explanatory terms to complement the English material and to provide
additional support to the learner when they encounter a difficult word or expression.
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Provides a detailed picture of the English language of the 1990s. With over 60,000 references and 55,000 examples.
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